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Sea Lion - post well 14/10-4
Certain information in this presentation about the Company and its prospects constitutes forward-looking information. Such forward-looking information, including but not limited to statements with respect to interpretation of well results, involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual outcomes of the Company's oil exploration and other operations to be materially different from the estimates expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors include, among others, general risks associated with oil well interpretation, petroleum operations and the risks referred to in Rockhopper's financial reports and AIM Admission Document, which are available at www.rockhopperexploration.co.uk. Although the Company has attempted to take into account important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially, there may be other factors that results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking information.
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The following slides contain Rockhopper’s current interpretation of the Sea Lion feature following completion of the following operations:

- **Sea Lion 14/10-2 (exploration) May 2010**
  - Discovery

- **Sea Lion well test at 14/10-2 location Sept 2010**
  - Successful well test

- **Sea Lion 14/10-3 (exploration) Jan 2011**
  - P&A with oil shows

- **Sea Lion 14/10-4 (appraisal) Mar 2011**
  - Successful appraisal
Sea Lion – map showing current interpretation

- **Northern fan upper**
  - Shown in pink
  - Extending beneath southern fan

- **Southern fan upper below OWC**
  - Shown in white

- **Southern fan upper above OWC**
  - Shown in green

- **Discovery Area**
  - Shown in blue

The map illustrates the current interpretation of the Sea Lion region, highlighting different geological features with specific colors and annotations.
Sea Lion - history

14/10-2 Exploration well – May 2010 – Oil Discovery

- 53m net pay
- 217m gross oil column
- Of which
  - 34.5m in southern fan upper
  - 16.4m in southern fan lower
  - 2m thin lower sands
- Good reservoir quality
  - Average porosity 20%
- Oil quality
  - 26.4 – 29.2 API
  - 18%-20% wax
  - Low sulphur
- No OWC
- No water wet sands
Well test at 14/10-2 location – Sept 2010

• Well flowed for 18 hours

• Approximate rate 2,000 bbls per day

• Limited by equipment
14/10-3 Exploration well – Jan 2011 – P&A with oil shows

- 64m gross reservoir in 4 sands
- Good reservoir quality
  - Ave porosity 18% - 20%
- 7.3m net pay with low oil saturation in sand 3
- Potential remains elsewhere in main northern fan (pink area)
- Separate S2 fan penetrated – water wet at this well location, potential remains updip – see presentation S2images at www.rockhopperexploration.co.uk
14/10-4 Appraisal well - Mar 2011 – successful appraisal

- 33m net pay
- Of which
  - 30m in southern fan upper
  - 3m in deeper fan sands indicative of potential elsewhere
- Good reservoir quality
  - 107m gross reservoir – 76% net to gross
  - Average porosity 20%
- OWC established in southern fan upper at 2477m tvdss (2503m md)
- Rockhopper interprets southern fan upper as full to spill
- Oil quality indicated as medium grade
- Downhole mini DST indicates higher potential flow rates than at 14/10-2
- Southern fan lower seen in 14/10-2 not prognosed or developed at 14/10-4, but pay in deeper fan sands in 14/10-4 positive indication of a deeper oil leg